給新生的信
LETTER TO NEW STUDENTS

恭喜您們的中文學習
Congratulations to the
learning of Chinese
language
語言盛載着文化
Language carries the culture.
歡迎你認識燦爛的中華文化
I also welcome you to the beauty of Chinese culture I embrace
To begin with, I show the appreciation to your motivation to learn Chinese. It
will be a good journey with a broader horizon.
After the trial, we will continue to walk together. After 5 lessons, a Chinese
calligraphy will be selected and sent to you as an appreciation and an
encouragement (AES) to overcome learning barriers, see next page. We
will also review the learning outcome using reflection and goal setting
process (RGF), in another words, “look back and improve learning”.
I see language learning as a life‐long investment to
all and we will never lose – outputs come with inputs
‐‐ most importantly, we acquire the ability to
communicate with people in their languages and to
resolve problem. I apparently work with an India‐
based NGO on educational project to achieve
“education for all” and allocate time on teaching
Chinese and spreading the culture. The saying on the left is from Confucian
Analects, the motto of the graduate school I attended, 忠 loyal 信 faith 篤
sincere 敬 courtesy.
I have been teaching and doing some research in Hong Kong, Singapore and
mainland China for some time, my first degree is in Psychology and then a
master degree in TCSOL (Teaching Chinese to speaker of other language).
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The training I received is not only to teach the language but also to teach the appreciation
as well as the preservation of this long culture, the literature, the arts and the history. For
more idea, http://chinese.teirlinck.net.
Last, Communication is the first step to an enjoyable learning and teaching. Free feel to
contact me via email and whatsapp below. Thank you for reading and see you soon!
Carine Yuen 袁凱林
Appreciation and Encouragement Scheme (AES) – to know more about calligraphy and
how Chinese uses the calligraphy to encourage them overcome difficulties, please go to
http://chinese.teirlinck.net/calligraphy
Reflection and Goal setting form (RGF) – will be shared on google drive
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